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Wiley-IEEE Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
936 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in. x 2.0in.A novel approach to
developing and applying databases with Visual C. NETPractical
Database Programming with Visual C. NET clearly explains the
considerations and applications in database programming with
Visual C. NET 2008 and in developing relational databases such
as Microsoft Access, SQL Server, and Oracle Database.
Sidestepping the traditional approach of using large blocks of
code, Ying Bai utilizes both Design Tools and Wizards provided
by Visual Studio. NET and real-time object methods to
incorporate over sixty real sample database programming
projects along with detailed illustrations and explanations to
help readers understand the key techniques and programming
technologies in database programming. This invaluable
resource features: Fundamental and advanced database
programming techniques for beginning and experienced
students as well as programmersA real completed sample
database CSEDEPT with three versions (Microsoft Access 2007,
SQL Server 2005 SP2, and Oracle Database 10g XE Release 2)
used throughout the entire bookStep-by-step details on
designing and building a practical relational databaseDiscussion
and analysis of the new database query technique, LINQ
APIwhich includes LINQ to Objects, LINQ to DataSet, LINQ to SQL,
LINQ to Entities, and LINQ to XMLand implementation in actual...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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